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Kuwait - PAC-3 Missiles, PAC-2 Missiles to GEM-T and PATRIOT System 

Upgrade 
 
 

WASHINGTON, December 4, 2007 – The Defense Security Cooperation Agency notified Congress of a 
possible Foreign Military Sale to Kuwait of PAC-3 missiles, PAC-2 missile upgrades to GEM-T, and 
PATRIOT ground support equipment upgrades as well as associated equipment and services.  The total value, if 
all options are exercised, could be as high as $1.363 billion.  
 
The Government of Kuwait has requested a possible sale of 80 PAC-3 Missiles, PATRIOT GEM-T 
Modification Kits to upgrade 60 PAC-2 missiles, 6 PATRIOT System Configuration 3 Modification kits to 
upgrade PATRIOT Radars to REP III, communication support equipment, tools and test equipment, system 
integration and checkout, installation, personnel training, containers, spare and repair parts, publications and 
technical data, U.S. Government and contractor technical and logistics personnel services, and other related 
elements of program support.  The estimated cost is $1.363 billion. 
 
This proposed sale will contribute to the foreign policy and national security of the United States by helping to 
improve the security of a major Non-NATO ally which has been, and continues to be, an important force for 
political stability and economic progress in the Middle East.  Additionally, the proposed sale will demonstrate 
the U.S. Government’s commitment to our bilateral relationship. 
 
The proposed sale and upgrade will bring Kuwait’s assets in line with U.S. PATRIOT assets, and ensure Kuwait 
maintains the ability to protect its borders.  Kuwait needs this Air Defense System to develop an organic 
capability that will be responsive to hostile aircraft or missile threats upon its sovereign territory.  The 
PATRIOT Air Defense System will go far in improving a current operational deficiency revealed during the 
Gulf War.  Kuwait, which already has the PATRIOT system and PAC-2 missiles in its inventory, will have no 
difficulty absorbing these additional weapon systems into its Armed Forces. 
 
The proposed sale of this equipment and support will not affect the basic military balance in the region. 
 
The prime contractor will be the Raytheon Corporation of Andover, Massachusetts.  There are no known offset 
agreements proposed in connection with this potential sale. 
 
It is anticipated that upon implementation of this proposed sale, two U.S. Government representatives and 25 
contractor personnel will be assigned to Kuwait for a period of 3-5 years. 
 
There will be no adverse impact on U.S. defense readiness as a result of this proposed sale. 
 
This notice of a potential sale is required by law; it does not mean that the sale has been concluded.  
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